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GREEN WARRIORS REPORT 

Green Warriors Engineering is not merely knowing and being knowledgeable, engineering is not 

merely analysis, engineering is not merely the possession of the capacity  to get elegant solutions to 

non  -existent engineering  problems ,engineering is practicing the art of the organized forcing of 

technological change . 

Aurora’s Technological and research institute conducted GREEN WARRIORS awards  of PAKURTHI 

RAKSHAKA AWARDS  for the academic year 2016-17 on 30th august ,2017.This award is presented to NSS 

unit of our college for the extrordinary work done towards conservation of environment . 

LSF has started  ECO-Clubs in a few schools and schools conducted various awareness programs in these 

schools.LSF also organizes Camps,Biodiversity camps and Adventure forest camps. 

Green Warriors is youth environmental leadership compaign which is designed by Lee Shreyu’s 

Foundation and Synergy Welfare Society,were we involve both school and college students for 

promoting sustainable environment practices. 

In campaign we train the volunteers to become young leaders for the next generations. We also 

promote them to involve themselves in research works.  The trained volunteers also gave field works for 

practical expense. Apart from the environmental education these volunteers are also given training in 

communication skills. The Green warriors will support all the volunteer work in the society. They would 

take part in various awareness campaigns organized by both Government and Non-Governmental 

Organizations. 

The best volunteer work is  recognized at the end of the year and a special appreciation awards are 

given to them. Recognizing the efforts of NSS Volunteers and program officers towards the conversation 

of nature every year LSF has been giving these awards.Our IV th year ECE student  S.Bhanu Chander 

attended  this award function and collected this award. 
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